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Re: Inquiry into Environmental Infrastructure for Growing 
Populations. 

 

Thank you on behalf of Surfers Appreciating Natural Environment (SANE) for the 
opportunity to provide a submission to the Inquiry into Environmental Infrastructure for 
Growing Populations.   

 

This submission will be confined to the Bells Beach Recreational Surfing Reserve and the 
question of growing population pressure and a question around appropriate environmental 
infrastructure. 
 
BACKGROUND: 
SANE was formed in 1988 by a group of surfers who were disillusioned with the 
mismanagement of the Reserve by the then local land manager, the Barrabool Shire who at 
that time saw the Reserve as an unnecessary strain on ratepayer funds,  hence interventions in 
the landscape that were crude and environmentally scarring. The inception of SANE ushered 
in a new attitude to nature in the Reserve and a long term commitment from the local 
community to look after it, not just as an internationally renowned surf break, but for its 
ecological values. 
 
Fast forward to 2020 and the reconstruction of the indigenous flora within the Reserve by 
SANE, with corporate support by RipCurl, has come a long way. Habitat improvement as 
well as limiting foot traffic to formal pathways has meant the re-confirmation of an 
Endangered species, the Swamp Antechinus within the Reserve after an hiatus of almost 30 
years. 
 
 
Terms of Reference: 
SANE notes that the Committee is interested in the views and insights of stakeholders on any 
aspect of the Terms of Reference, including the following issues: 
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 the benefits of accessing and using different types of environmental infrastructure 
 the impact of population growth in Melbourne and regional centres on the provision 

and preservation of environmental infrastructure  
 differences in the availability of environmental infrastructure between different 

suburbs and between different regional centres 
 the effectiveness of current legislation and planning provisions in securing 

environmental infrastructure 
 existing delays or obstacles to securing environmental infrastructure 
 the impact of COVID-19 on the importance, use and design of environmental 

infrastructure  
 examples of best practice and innovative approaches to securing environmental 

infrastructure in other jurisdictions. 
 
For the purposes of this submission, we will focus on the impact of population growth in 
Melbourne and regional centres on the provision and preservation of environmental 
infrastructure but draw on information from Victoria and overseas as examples.  
 
Population Pressure: 
In 1988 when SANE first began monthly working bees to look after the Reserve, the attitude 
of local government was steadfastly myopic and it was hard to convey its relevance as a 
‘golden goose’ economic asset.  In 2020 the contrast could not be starker with enormous 
population pressure posing the biggest threat to environmental values.  
 
The Rights Of Nature: 
Human population continues to expand by around 80 million people every year. The global 
population is now 7,816,000, 0001. When I was born in 1961 it was approximately 3 billion. 
As a consequence of population pressure and a global economic system based on 
consumption, the issue of equity for all other species has now become critical, especially as 
this era is marked by mass species extinction2. Victoria, Australia is not excluded from that 
trend with state and national ‘State of the Environment’ reports all raising red flags. 
 
In Ecuador in 2007-2008, the parliament’s response to the biodiversity emergency was to 
enshrine the rights of nature into the constitution3. The Victorian Parliament would do well to 
consider this as a first step. Indeed, even the rhetorical exercise of simply exploring the idea 
would give our legislators a reverse insight into how our economic activity impacts the lives 
of all other non-human lifeforms in Victoria.  
 
Limits To Growth: 
An overarching principle for SANE has been the concept of panarchy. Panarchy is the study 
of how economic systems and human development depend on ecosystems and how they each 
interact. Well managed ecosystems produce a multitude of benefits including to the local 
                                                 
1 https://populationmatters.org/the-facts/the-
numbers?gclid=CjwKCAjwkoz7BRBPEiwAeKw3q6A39a5FFAebaz4DV6ekl5np3XUZxPw8EfI_7grji3xR4o41
8fg1ORoCvsYQAvD_BwE 
 
2 https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/aug/29/declare-anthropocene-epoch-experts-urge-geological-
congress-human-impact-earth 
 
3 https://therightsofnature.org/ecuador-rights/ 
 



economy. In contrast, a system that is based on infinite growth and favours job outcomes as a 
priority may very well produce favourable financial flows for a while, but that approach 
eventually produces adverse environmental outcomes. A cause célèbre in recent decades has 
been the Leadbeaters Possum. Its ongoing tumble toward extinction highlights our protracted 
failure to understand panarchy and a sustainable systems approach to land management. 
Ultimately it’s not the environment we so much need to manage but ourselves.  
 
In relation to the Bells Beach Recreational Surfing Reserve, there are many statistics that 
show the correlation between mental health and wellbeing when connected to nature. The 
Reserve is instrumental in providing those outcomes for countless numbers of surfers, 
walkers, bike riders and tourists. That is a great outcome. However, as the population surge 
continues at pace, the question of carrying capacity with carparks, road and surf rage and 
potential habitat decline are all looming issues. So whilst the area itself has not expanded, the 
expectation is that it can continue to support rapidly growing populations. It can’t. Whether 
we like it or not there are sensible limits to growth, beyond which there are diminishing 
returns; which if continued become negative. 
 
Proposed Environmental Infrastructure at Bells Beach Surfing Recreational Reserve: 
Environmental infrastructure can be interpreted in many ways with outcomes typically 
measured in public usage. In the case of the Bells Beach Recreational Surfing Reserve, the 
proposed construction of a 60m elevated walkway at Winki-Pop that is 1.53m higher than 
ground level at its highest point is one piece of environmental infrastructure where views, 
visitors and contests are seen as high priorities. In theory, a raised walkway could also 
contribute to the Reserve’s aesthetics, assist safe movement of people and fauna and keep 
people from creating their own tracks through native vegetation.  
However, the over-arching priority to facilitate the Easter contest leaves us with a number of 
concerns. Those concerns are outlined in detail below: 

 As part of a system approach, the first guideline is to be clear about what is its 
intended use for? Is it to support the Easter contest which might use the platform for 
the contest a few days each year? If that is the case then that is a huge imposition on 
the Reserve for the benefit of an overseas corporate body. 

 
 If it is to provide good all-year-round viewing opportunities for the general public, 

then its sheer scale is an indirect invitation to attract more people to the Reserve; 
something the SANE committee worries about a lot. Will there be a need to upgrade 
toilets again? Will it attract a greater push to use the area opposite the Winki-Pop 
carpark as a permanent overflow carpark? Will there be more people cutting across 
vegetation to access the surf quicker thereby degrading parts of the Reserve? We can 
say all that because that is precisely what happens when the Reserve faces maximum 
people pressure over the RipCurl Pro contest.   
 

 The proposal argues that the structure will facilitate unimpeded fauna movement 
across a pedestrian pathway. The use and design of fauna highways to promote safe 
movement of wildlife from one area of habitat to another is well established both here 
and abroad. In each of those cases they are purpose-built as opposed to this structure. 
Nevertheless, a considered raised walkway could confer a benefit to at least some of 
the following species: 

o Swamp Antechinus (largely nocturnal) 
o Swamp rat 
o Rufous Bristlebird 



o Lowland Copperhead 
o Jacky Lizard 
o Blue-tongue Lizard 
o Small-beaked Echidna 
 

Importantly, as all these species are small lifeforms it is arguable that a well-designed 
30cm elevated walkway would achieve the same aim. Indeed, it would have the 
benefit of mimicking the close cover of the vegetation to which these species are 
accustomed- as opposed to a large overhead space. Therefore, the SANE committee 
does not see a good argument for the structure to be high in order for it to have a 
wildlife benefit. Indeed, for large macropods likely Eastern Grey Kangaroo and Black 
Wallaby, also present within the Reserve, a raised walkway with hand rails is likely to 
pose a barrier to their freedom of movement. 
 

 Wind Shear: Coastal heathland achieves its high biodiversity from a combination of 
poor soils in conjunction with salt laden winds. In effect, it provides an even playing field 
to a whole host of species without providing a particular benefit to any one species. For 
species that have the potential to grow taller, like shrubs and trees, a high elevated 
platform will likely raise the height of wind movement from the ocean potentially giving 
them some advantage. Whilst we’re used to thinking it’s a good thing to encourage 
greater plant height; in this case there is not. 

 
 If the argument for an elevated structure is to satisfy the requirements of the Easter 

contest then I’m also surprised that the option of a raiseable walkway has not been 
investigated. A modular platform could be elevated quickly by mechanical means during 
the contest and lowered for the remainder of the year. Alternatively, a walkway with 
smart features to facilitate a rapid temporary build over the top to suit contest needs is 
another possibility. Sadly, SANE laments the key priority here has been economic 
activity when aesthetic, environmental and social values have not been accurately 
assessed in the proposed walkway.  

 
In concluding, this instance of environmental infrastructure falls short of community 
expectation and its environmental claims in its quest to support a commercial contest.   

 
Thanking you for your time, 
 
Sincerely, 
Graeme Stockton 
(on behalf of the SANE committee)  




